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Indirect radiative forcing of atmospheric aerosols by modification
of cloud processes poses the largest uncertainty in climate predic-
tion. We show here a trend of increasing deep convective clouds
over the Pacific Ocean in winter from long-term satellite cloud
measurements (1984–2005). Simulations with a cloud-resolving
weather research and forecast model reveal that the increased
deep convective clouds are reproduced when accounting for the
aerosol effect from the Asian pollution outflow, which leads to
large-scale enhanced convection and precipitation and hence an
intensifed storm track over the Pacific. We suggest that the
wintertime Pacific is highly vulnerable to the aerosol–cloud inter-
action because of favorable cloud dynamical and microphysical
conditions from the coupling between the Pacific storm track and
Asian pollution outflow. The intensified Pacific storm track is
climatically significant and represents possibly the first detected
climate signal of the aerosol–cloud interaction associated with
anthropogenic pollution. In addition to radiative forcing on cli-
mate, intensification of the Pacific storm track likely impacts the
global general circulation due to its fundamental role in meridional
heat transport and forcing of stationary waves.

aerosols � climate � clouds

A tmospheric aerosols influence cloud development, dura-
tion, or precipitation (1–6). This process, known as the

aerosol indirect effect, alters the cloud albedo and exerts an
important radiative forcing on climate (2). Current understand-
ing of the aerosol indirect effect remains highly uncertain,
constituting the greatest uncertainty in climate prediction (2).
Cloud processes are determined by complex thermodynamic,
dynamical, and microphysical processes and their interactions
(5). Following the pioneer work by Twomey (1), there has been
accumulative evidence in support of the qualitative conclusion
that high aerosol levels reduce the cloud droplet size for a fixed
liquid water content (6, 7). Reduced cloud droplet sizes delay the
onset of precipitation, leading to invigoration and restructuring
of clouds. Measurements of heavy smoke forest fires in the
Amazon found suppression of low-level rainout and aerosol
washout, which allows transport of water and smoke to upper
levels, causing more intensive thunderstorms and release of
more latent heat higher in the atmosphere (7). Recent analyses
of satellite measurements of the aerosol optical depth and cloud
top pressure also suggested a correlation between the presence
of aerosols and the structural properties of clouds, indicating a
likely cloud invigoration by pollution (8). In addition, enhanced
deep convection and mixed-phase processes associated with
urban pollution have been implicated in elevated electrification
and lightning activities in thunderstorms (9–11).

Increasing pollution levels in Asia and associated outflows
have raised considerable concerns because of their potential
impact on regional and global climate (12, 13). Notable decadal
changes in regional aerosol optical depths during winter months
in Asia have been observed from satellite Total Ozone Mapping
Spectrometer (TOMS) measurements (14) and can be attributed
to dramatically increased SO2 and soot emissions from fossil-fuel

burning. In this report, we present an analysis of long-term
satellite cloud measurements, emphasizing the north Pacific
region, where most transPacific pollution transport occurs (15).

Results and Discussion
The data used in this study are monthly mean cloudiness from
the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP),
which contains a long-term record with a global coverage. The
ISCCP data correspond to cloud statistics from 1984 to 2005 and
are derived by using all operational geostationary and polar
orbiting weather satellites (16). The data are a merger of
advanced very high-resolution radiometer polar orbiter data two
to four times per day, with available geosynchronous observa-
tions superimposed. The ISCCP uses the channels common to
weather satellites, the visible channel at 0.6 �m and the infrared
window at 11 �m, to detect clouds and measure their optical
depths. We considered deep convective clouds (DCCs) from the
ISCCP data, classified by the measured values of the cloud
optical thickness (23–379) and cloud top pressure (440–50
mbar). Comparison of the amount of optically thick clouds
between ISCCP and high-resolution infrared sounder (HIRS)
showed a good agreement (17) [see supporting information (SI)
Text].

Figure 1 displays January distributions of ISCCP DCC
amounts averaged during the periods of 1984–1993 and 1994–
2005. A prominent feature over the Pacific Ocean lies in the
relatively high DCC amounts (Fig. 1 a and b), which extend
mostly from southwest to northeast. The DCC pattern coincides
with the winter Pacific storm track. Over the northwest Pacific,
the near-surface meridional temperature gradient is high in
midlatitudes, where the cold, dry, monsoonal air encounters the
warm air mass to the south. Also, there is an abundant supply of
heat and moisture from the warm ocean surface to the mon-
soonal air. The two effects sustain high lower tropospheric
baroclinicity, which facilitates migrating baroclinic eddies to
form a storm track downstream (18), characterized by a belt of
local maximal precipitation across almost the entire north Pacific
(19). The Pacific storm track is fundamental to the global general
circulation by relaxing the Earth’s temperature gradient through
sensible heat transport to higher latitudes and the forcing of
stationary waves (18).
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A comparison between the periods of 1984–1994 and 1994–
2005 shows a considerable increase in the DCC amount (by
�20–50%) over much of the north Pacific (Fig. 1 b and c). The
DCC enhancement also exhibits a similar pattern to the storm
track and is mostly evident over the northwest Pacific (Fig. 1 b
and c), where a local maximum in the climatological-mean
precipitation exists (19). The time series of the DCC amount
averaged over the north Pacific reveals seasonal and interannual
variability (Fig. 2a). The DCC amount typically reaches a
maximum in December/January associated with an active storm
track and attains a minimum in July/August because of sup-
pressed deep convection by the summer Pacific high. A marked
trend of increasing wintertime DCCs occurred after the mid-
1990s and reached a peak between 2001 and 2003. We also
analyzed cloud measurements from HIRS and found a similar
trend of increased wintertime high clouds over the north Pacific
(Fig. 2 b and c). Notice that there is little variation in the DCC
amount over the north Atlantic, where a storm track also exists
during the winter period.

An examination of the sea surface temperature over the north
Pacific reveals little correlation between the sea surface tem-
perature and DCC trends in winter (SI Fig. 5), excluding a
plausible thermodynamic cause for the enhanced DCC trend.
Although there is evidence of the storm track response to the El
Niño southern oscillation (20, 21), the cloud data with a 10-year
average (Fig. 1c) are insensitive to this effect (with a typical
frequency of �2–4 years). The Pacific storm track activity has
also been shown to exhibit interannual and decadal variabilities,
which may correlate with modulations of the east Asian winter
monsoon and associated meridional heat transport (21). A
decadal tendency of an enhanced storm track activity in mid-
winter over the northwest Pacific has been attributed to the
decadal weakening of the east Asian winter monsoon (Siberian
high) and the Aleutian low that occurred in the late 1980s (21).
These observed modulations, however, appear to be incompat-
ible to the trend of increasing DCC amounts since mid-1990s.
Furthermore, the DCC trend does not show a correlation with
other low-level cloud types or the total cloud coverage from the

a

b

ccc

Fig. 1. Global cloud measurements from ISCCP. The January distribution of
deep convective cloud amounts from ISCCP averaged over the periods of
1984–1994 (a) and 1994–2005 (b). (c) Difference between b and a, i.e., b � a.
The cloud amount is defined as the ratio of the number of cloudy pixels to the
total number of image pixels within the map grid cell (16). The black box in c
marks the north Pacific region with latitudes from 30N to 50N and longitudes
from 140E to 230W.

a

b

c

Fig. 2. Time series of cloud measurements from 1984–2005. The time series
of deep convective cloud amounts from ISCCP (a) and frequencies of high
clouds above 200 mbar (b) and 300 mbar (c) from HIRS averaged over the
entire north Pacific, i.e., latitudes from 30N to 50N and longitudes from 140E
to 230W (as labeled in the black box in Fig. 1c). The dotted line corresponds to
the maximum wintertime (December–February) values.
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ISCCP data over this region (SI Fig. 6). Hence, the observed
trend of increasing DCCs over the Pacific Ocean in winter is
unlikely to be due to natural variability.

Rapid industrialization and urbanization in Asia have caused
severe air pollution over many countries, including China and India
(13). Long-term satellite measurements have revealed a dramatic
increase in aerosol concentrations over Asia (14). The analysis of
the TOMS aerosol data showed a large increasing trend in the
aerosol optical depth over the China coastal plain during the winter
months (14), especially over the past decade (SI Fig. 7). The
increasing aerosol trend has been explained by SO2 and soot
emissions, with an increase in SO2 emissions of 35% per decade
over the same region (22). Anthropogenic SO2 and soot emissions
in Asia are most important for the regional aerosol budget in the
winter months because coal is burned as a main source of heat and
energy, whereas dust and boreal fire smoke contributions are
minimal during the year (14, 22). The regions in the remote marine
troposphere typically contain lower levels of sea-salt and sulfate
aerosols (5), as also depicted in the TOMS aerosol measurements
during the period of 1984–1994 over the Pacific (SI Fig. 7a).
Recently elevated long-range transport of anthropogenic aerosols
from Asia to the north Pacific by the prevailing westerly wind is
clearly evident from satellite measurements by the Multiangle
Imaging Spectro Radiometer (23), TOMS, and the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (SI Figs. 7–9). In particular,
transported Asian pollution, including anthropogenic aerosols, has
been measured, showing that surface emissions were lifted into the

free troposphere over Asia and transported to North America in �6
days (24).

To evaluate the aerosol–cloud interaction due to the Asian
pollution outflow, we performed simulations of wintertime deep
convective storms over the northwest Pacific by using a cloud-
resolving weather research and forecasting (CR-WRF) model. Two
aerosol scenarios were considered on the basis of atmospheric
measurements over this region (25): The marine aerosols were
assumed to contain mainly NaCl with a number concentration of
400 cm�3, and polluted continental aerosols were assumed to
mainly consist of (NH4)2SO4 with a concentration of 2,000 cm�3.
The CR-WRF experiments with elevated polluted continental

a

b

Fig. 3. Model simulations of storms in the Pacific. The CR-WRF simulations of
the cloud optical depth for a storm event occurring over the north Pacific on
November 30, 2003, from 00 UTC to 12 UTC. The results shown are 10 h after
the model initiation. The model domain centers at 38N and 145E. Simulations
for marine (a) and polluted (b) continental aerosol types.

Fig. 4. CR-WRF simulations of cloud properties. The simulated area-mean
(over the entire model domain) cloud droplet number concentration (a),
effective droplet radius (b), and maximum vertical velocity (c). The solid and
dashed curves correspond to the simulations of marine and polluted conti-
nental aerosol types, respectively.
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aerosols yielded considerably more DCC development than that
predicted with marine aerosols: The DCC amount increased by
�40% for the cloud optical depth of �23 over the entire model
domain (Fig. 3) because of the increased liquid and ice water path.
Thus, the observed DCC enhancement over the north Pacific in
winter is reproduced in model simulations that account for the
aerosol effect from the Asian pollution outflow.

The north Pacific in winter is highly susceptible to the aerosol
effect. The frequent wintertime transient eddies and large lower
level tropospheric baroclinicity over this region provide instability
for air-parcel lifting and convective development (18). Also, there
is an abundant water vapor supply due to evaporation from the
oceanic surface that facilitates condensational droplet growth of
maritime clouds. Maritime clouds are generally distinct from con-
tinental clouds in both dynamical and microphysical characteristics.
There is less surface heating for the ocean than for land. Also,
maritime clouds typically contain lower droplet concentrations but
larger sizes, whereas continental clouds typically contain higher
droplet concentrations but smaller sizes (5). The difference in the
cloud droplet sizes is explained by the difference in the cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations between land and
ocean. As a result, there exists a major difference in the ‘‘colloidal
stability’’ between the two cloud types (26). Maritime clouds
precipitate readily by coalescence growth, whereas the warm pro-
cess is often suppressed in continental clouds, and precipitation
often involves mixed-phase processes (i.e., ice particles and super-
cooled droplets) because of persistent updrafts from released latent
heat during droplet condensation and the absence of precipitation-
induced downdrafts. Those dynamical and microphysical distinc-
tions are clearly exemplified from observations of a dramatic
land–ocean lightning contrast, lesser availability of supercooled
water at higher altitudes, weaker updraft velocities, and weaker
vertical profiles of radar reflectivity in the mixed-phase region for
maritime clouds than for continental clouds (27, 28). Conversely,
polluted Asian outflows transport high levels of aerosols through-
out the north Pacific (15, 25), a large fraction of which are capable
of activating cloud droplets by serving as CCN. Elevated CCN levels
increase the cloud droplet concentration and updraft velocity, but
reduce the mean droplet size (Fig. 4), leading to suppressed
coalescence and warm rain but efficient mixed-phase precipitation
(29). In addition, the CR-WRF predicts an increase of about 25%
in precipitation over the entire model domain for the polluted Asian
aerosol case compared to the marine aerosol case. The changed
cloud microphysical processes, along with the favorable baroclinic
instability and moisture supply, result in stronger convection and
more precipitation on a large scale over the Pacific. Such enhanced
convection and precipitation most likely signify an intensified storm
track.

Long-term observations and in situ measurements of aerosols
and cloud microphysical properties over the Pacific are generally
very limited. Recent aircraft measurements conducted over the
northwest Pacific corroborated the correlation between elevated
levels of aerosols and modified cloud microphysical properties (25,
30). The extent of the Asian pollution outflow was discernible from
measurements of SO2 and aerosols outside of a cloud regime. For
the case of relatively low background concentrations of SO2 and
aerosols larger droplet sizes but lower concentrations were mea-
sured within the cloud, whereas with elevated concentrations of
SO2 and aerosols smaller droplet sizes but higher concentrations
were measured (25, 30). Those results indicated that high aerosols
and CCN concentrations decreased the effective cloud droplet
radius under the Asian pollution outflow. The observational mi-

crophysical differences between the clean and polluted cases were
consistent with those predicted from the CR-WRF simulations
(Fig. 4).

We have identified a trend of increasing DCC over the north
Pacific in winter, and we have demonstrated the link between the
intensified Pacific storm track and Asian pollution outflow. Our
results suggest that the winter Pacific is highly vulnerable to the
aerosol effect because of favorable cloud dynamical and micro-
physical conditions from the interaction between the storm track
and Asian pollution outflow. The intensified storms over the Pacific
in winter are climatically significant and represent a detected
climate signal of the aerosol–cloud interaction associated with
anthropogenic pollution. The intensified Pacific storm track likely
has profound implications on climate. Intensified storms of the
Pacific storm track can significantly alter the cloud albedo and
impact the radiative budget over such a large region. An intensified
Pacific storm track can also impact the global general circulation
because of its fundamental role in meridional and vertical heat
transport and forcing of stationary waves (18). In particular, a
changed Pacific storm track will inevitably influence the wintertime
weather pattern over North America. Furthermore, intensified
storms over the Pacific can transfer efficiently anthropogenic
aerosols vertically and northward. In particular, efficient polar
transport of sensible heat and anthropogenic aerosols can exacer-
bate warming at higher latitudes. Recent assessments of climate
change by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reveal
that the largest warming occurs over the polar regions (2), plausibly
linked to changes in snow/ice albedo due to reductions in ice cover
and deposition of soot aerosols (31) or feedback of clouds and the
hydrological cycle involving aerosols (32). Warming in the polar
regions has catastrophic climate consequences, such as polar ice
caps shrinking and sea level rising (2, 33). The change in the Pacific
storm track and its associated climate impacts require further
studies from the scientific community, including investigation with
global climate models.

Methods
A two-moment microphysical scheme was incorporated into the
WRF model to consider the effects of aerosols on clouds (see also
SI Text). The microphysical scheme in CR-WRF calculated the
mass-mixing ratios and the number concentrations of aerosols and
five types of hydrometeors. Various cloud processes were included
in the CR-WRF, including both warm and mixed-phase microphys-
ics. We present here simulations of a storm event occurring over the
north Pacific on November 30, 2003, from 00 UTC to 12 UT. The
storm was identified on the basis of the temperature and wind fields
from the National Center for Environmental Predictions/National
Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis. The simulations were
performed by using a 3-km horizontal resolution, with a 1,050 �
1,050-km domain centered at 38N and 145E. Initial and boundary
conditions in the simulations were taken from WRF standard
initialization output by using the National Center for Environmen-
tal Predictions/National Center for Atmospheric Research reanal-
ysis 1° � 1° data.
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